Activities:

1. Divide a piece of paper in half. On the top, draw a picture of a time when you got in an argument with a friend/sister/brother. Did the argument involve an object, like socks? Make sure you detail this. On the bottom, draw a picture showing how you and your friend made a compromise (or a deal) to work your problem out. Did you have to give something up to gain something you wanted? Show this.

2. Write a four-sentence story that details a time when you made a compromise with a friend/sister/brother. This may be in addition to the drawing you did for #1.

3. Act out a scene from this story (or the whole story) with a family member. How will you act out roller skating? What bright sock will you choose? How can you re-create the magical treehouse and stacks of pancakes? How convincing can your acting be?

Share a picture of your skit, drawing, or poem using the hashtag #PPSReads!